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Abstract
Similarity/dissimilarity

measurement

plays

a

crucial

role

in

information/component/service retrieval and integration. In this paper, we define a
pseudo ideal semantic similarity metric which is suitable to be used for semantic web
services matching and composition. Because it fulfills the requirements for similarity
measurement in the field of web service retrieval that have been investigated and
explained in this paper. Our proposed ideal semantic similarity metric considers the
direction in comparing two concepts which may be from different ontologies and it
measures the similarity/dissimilarity between two concepts by the extent to which the
second concept includes instances which are also included by the first concept. Since
this ideal similarity metric is not generally actually computable, we call it “pseudo
ideal similarity metric”, however it can be estimated based on Description Logic (DL)
based descriptions of concepts in ontologies. Then, we propose a set of canonization
rules for transforming the DL based descriptions of concepts to canonical form that
can be used as a part of actually applicable logic based solution to inter-concept
similarity measurement which estimates the ideal metric presented in this paper. We
also conceptually investigate the behavior of logic-based semantic similarity measures
in the field of web service retrieval and finally review the related works in comparison
with our proposed ideal similarity metric.
Keywords: Inter-Concept Similarity and Dissimilarity, Overlapping concepts, Description
Logics, Ontology, Ideal Similarity Metric, Semantic Matching, Web Service Composition.

1. Introduction
Similarity measures play a crucial role in information/component/service
retrieval and integration [18]. While similarity measurement is not restricted to
solve a particular problem, most similarity measures have been developed for a
specific purpose. Therefore, the question of which measures should be selected
depends on the application area [12]. In the presented research, we have focused
on a sort of semantic similarity/dissimilarity measures that is suitable to be used

for semantic matching of web services in order to automatically compose new
web services by discovering and integrating the existing ones.
Web service composition is a crucial operation in creating service oriented
applications. Web Services are heterogeneous software components which are
encapsulated as standard software services with standard descriptions and
interfaces. Hence, planning for integrating the existing web services is made
possible by only checking and examining their standard descriptions and
interfaces. Finally, the composed web services can be executed by exchanging
standard xml-based messages among their constituent web services in an
asynchronous way [5, 13, 18, 28, 38]. It should however be noted that by growing
the number of web services in the repository, it will be inevitable to automate the
processes of service discovery and composition due to time-consuming nature of
such processes to be performed by human operators. But, the most important
obstacle in automating such processes is that web services may be described using
various vocabularies. Humans contrary to computers are able to understand the
semantic relations among concepts and properties. To overcome this important
obstacle, standard logic-based knowledge representation languages have been
emerged making it possible to represent knowledge for software systems and
describe entities in a way that they can be understood by them. So, software
systems can reason over the knowledge and the semantic descriptions of the
entities by exploiting some reasoning engines which implement the required logicbased reasoning rules [2, 5, 16, 17, 21, 23, 27, 28, 37]. Ontology languages are
type of knowledge representation languages which can be used for describing the
concepts and the conceptual relationships among them. Despite the apparent
differences, many of the current ontology languages can be regarded as tractable
and decidable subsets of Description Logics (DL). Each concept in an ontology
encapsulates a subset of instance data from the domain of discourse [9]. So, it is
meaningful to measure the extent to which two concepts overlap or share
instances in common.
For automating the process of web service matching and composition, we
need to semantically describe web services using ontology languages. Currently,
web services besides their syntactic specifications or descriptions by standard
syntactic models such as WSDL, are semantically specified or described by
standard semantic models such as OWL-S and SAWSDL [16, 34]. Intuitively, an

effective matching of web services involves considering all of their functional and
non-functional requirements specified in their descriptions and interfaces, but the
most crucial part of web services matching, is their signatures matching (i.e.
inputs, outputs, preconditions, and effects). We are particularly interested to
semantically describe the inputs and outputs of web services, because these two
parameters are crucial in the process of matching web services for composing new
web services [2, 13, 16, 18, 23, 28].
So far, many similarity measures have been proposed in the literature that can
be divided into three major categories: 1) Semantic similarity measures which
measure similarity by using and handling the semantic descriptions or relations of
concepts in ontologies or taxonomies, 2) Syntactic similarity measures which
measure similarity based on the syntax of text strings, and 3) Combined measures
which combine semantic and syntactic approaches. In our research, we have only
focused on semantic similarity measures. As it is demonstrated in this paper, in
order to improve the process of semantic matching of web services, the semantic
similarity/dissimilarity measures generally need to measure the extent to which
the second concept includes instances which are also included by the first concept
through handling the expressivity of the DL based ontology language such as
OWL used for describing concepts and roles (properties) in ontologies. As we
have conceptually shown in this paper, logic-based semantic similarity measures
can be perfect for computing the similarity between concepts in the field of web
service retrieval (i.e. web services matching and composition) if and only if they
can adequately handle the expressivity of the used ontology language in order to
estimate the pseudo ideal similarity metric introduced in Section 4.
The contributions of the presented research work are as follows:
1)

The formulation of a pseudo ideal semantic similarity metric in Section 4,
which fulfills the requirements for similarity measurement in the field of web
services retrieval.

2)

A set of Canonization Rules for transforming the concept descriptions to
canonical form, presented in Section 5.

3)

Theoretical hypotheses for the behavior of logic-based similarity measures,
presented in Section 6, that provides a conceptual view for evaluating
semantic similarity measures in the field of web service retrieval.

Our research work, presented in this paper, is a qualitative research in
essence, because in this paper, we primarily extend the previously proposed
theories for logic based matching of web services that were based on simple
subsumption reasoning.
In the next section, we review DL-based ontology languages specifically the
constructs of OWL ontology language. In Section 3, we present and analyze the
requirements for similarity measurement in the field of web service retrieval. In
Section 4, we present our proposed pseudo ideal semantic similarity metric. In
Section 5, we present our proposed set of canonization rules based on the
definitions provided in Section 2. In Section 6, we explain our theoretical
hypotheses regarding the behavior of logic based similarity measures in the field
of web service retrieval. In Section 7, we review the related works on similarity
measurement in comparison with our proposed ideal semantic similarity metric.
Finally in Section 8, we conclude this paper with the future works.
2. Ontology Languages and Description Logics
The semantic similarity/dissimilarity between concepts is computed based
on their semantic descriptions in ontologies. Thus far many ontology languages
have been proposed and standardized such as RDF(S) and OWL for defining
concepts and their conceptual relations in ontologies. Despite the apparent
differences, many of the current ontology languages can be regarded as tractable
and decidable subsets of description logics. Description logics (DLs) are a family
of knowledge representation languages. They are based on the notion of
concepts and roles, and are mainly characterized by constructors that allow
complex concepts and roles to be built from atomic (primitive) ones [9, 17, 27].
We assume that resources, concepts and their relations are defined in terms
of a generic ontology language that can be mapped to some DL language with the
standard model-theoretic semantics [12]. In the reference DL framework, a
knowledgebase  = (, ) contains a TBox  and an ABox .  is a set of
concept definitions:  ≡ , where  is the atom denoting the defined concept and
is a DL concept description specified by the application of the language
constructors to (primitive) concepts and roles. The complexity of such definitions
depends on the specific DL language.  contains assertions (ground facts) on
individuals (domain objects) concerning the current world state, namely ( )

(class-membership) means that
(relations) means that

is

is an instance of concept , and

( ,

)

-related to . A set-theoretic semantics is generally

adopted with these representations, with interpretation Ι as a couple (Δ , φ ) where
the nonempty set Δ is the domain of objects (extension) and the φ function maps
each concept description C to a subset of Δ i.e., C  ⊆ Δ, and each role description
R to a subset of Δ × Δ i.e. R ⊆ Δ × Δ [9, 12]. In this context, given two
concept descriptions C and D,  and

are equivalent (denoted by  ≡ ) if and

only if for every interpretation I it holds that C  = D , C is disjoint from D
(denoted by  ⊥ ) if and only if for every interpretation I it holds that
C ∩ D = ∅, D subsumes C (denoted by  ⊑ ) if and only if for every
interpretation I it holds that C ⊆ D , C and D are overlapped (denoted by  & )
if and only if for every interpretation I it holds that C  ∩ D ≠ ∅. An interpretation
that satisfies all axioms of the knowledge base  is called a model of .
In our research, we narrowed our focus to OWL ontology language, because
Description logics form its formal foundation and OWL has been being endorsed
by the semantic web initiative [22]. In 2009, W3 Consortium produced a
recommendation for a new version of OWL which adds features to the 2004
version, while remaining compatible. Some of the new features are syntactic sugar
while others offer new expressivity, including: keys, property chains, richer
datatypes and data ranges, qualified cardinality restrictions, and asymmetric,
reflexive, and disjoint properties [22]. While handling the expressivity of more
expressive DL-based ontology languages such as OWL 2 is desired for computing
the similarity/dissimilarity between concepts, but it can be achieved by long term,
ongoing research efforts [11, 12, 27].
In this paper, we present a similarity/dissimilarity measure which tries to
handle the expressivity of OWL DL to a considerable extent. OWL DL is one of
the three sub-species of OWL 1 and it is based on  !" DL. Let CN denotes a
concept name, C and D are arbitrary concepts,

is a property, n is a non-negative

integer, d and $% (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are instances, and ' and ∅ denote the top (i.e. Thing)
and the bottom (i.e. empty class) respectively. Then, a  !" concept is [9, 22,
27]:
CN | C ⊓ D | C ⊔ D |- C | ∃ .  | ∀ .  | ∋ . d | =. . ' | ≥. . ' | ≤. . ' | {$0 , . . . , $. }

In Table 1, the formal representations of the most important constructs in
OWL ontology language are shown [9, 27]. In this table, 0 , 1 , and

are

is a property, ' is the top (Thing), d is an instance, and 2 is a

concepts (classes),
non-negative integer.

OWL Construct
owl:equivalentClass
owl:disjointWith
owl:complementOf

Formal Representation
0 ≡ 1
0 ⊥ 1
0 ≡ −1

owl:subClassOf
owl:intersectionOf
owl:unionOf
owl:minCardinality
owl:maxCardinality
owl:cardinality
owl:allValuesFrom
owl:someValuesFrom
owl:hasValue

0 ⊑ 1
0 ⊓ 1
0 ⊔ 1

≥. . '
≤. . '
=. . '
∀ .
∃ .
∋ .d
Table 2.1 – OWL constructs and their formal representations

Assume that ontology O is mapped to a DL knowledgebase  = (, ) that
contains a TBox  and an ABox , and the interpretation Ι = (Δ, φ ) is a model
5 Δ, ℒ( ) is the set of all concept descriptions like  5  for

of , and for each

5   . Then for a given concept name " from O, we define

which we have
9

ℒ78 (

"

) as follows:
9

ℒ78 (
′

ℒ78 (

"

=> )
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(2.1)

is a model of " based on interpretation I that is a set of all

concept descriptions which can be used for describing " by considering " as
′

subclass of them. ℒ (
′

descriptors of ℒ (

=> )

=> )

′

is also a model of " if ℒ (

=> )

′

⊆ ℒ78 (

=> )

and the

logically seem necessary and sufficient for defining "
′

and if so, we refer to ℒ (

=> )

as a canonical form of the description of ". The

canonization process is a process in which we convert the description of concepts
to its canonical form by extracting the models of those concepts and standardizing
and compressing the semantic descriptions of those models as much as possible
based on the semantics of the constructs of the used DL-based ontology language.

3. Analysis of Web Services Matching and Composition
The problem of matching single web services with a web service request has
been investigated in many papers. But in our research, we have focused on a much
more complicated problem that is the problem of matching web services with each
other in order to integrate them and compose a new web service. [5, 13, 18, 28,
38]. The most crucial part of web services matching, is their signatures matching
(i.e. inputs, outputs, preconditions, and effects). We are particularly interested to
semantically describe the inputs and outputs of web services, because these two
parameters are crucial in the process of matching web services for composing new
web services [2, 13, 16, 18, 23, 28].

Picture 3.1 – The semantic similarity measure have to be defined based on the extent to which the second
concept includes instances which are also included by the first concept, so that it can be effectively
applicable in semantic matching of web services for web service composition.

Assume that web service 0 has an input that its type has been defined as
concept @ from ontology

0

in the semantic description of 0, and web service 1

has an output that its type has been defined as concept A from ontology

1

in the

semantic description of 1 . We want to determine the degree of match between
these two web services since we may compose a new web service using them in a
way that the output resulted from executing 1 will work as an input to 0. If the
output resulted from executing the service 1 is an instance of @, we can be
certain about the successful execution of 0 without any failure. At least, in this
situation, the semantic description of 0 guarantees it [16, 28]. Therefore,
considering the fact that the output of 1 is always an instance of A, in order to
determine the degree of match between the two web services, we need to
determine the extent to which @ includes instances which are also included by A.

If @ subsumes A, we are certain about the successful execution of 0 with any
input provided by 1 to 0. But, we do not want to ignore the situations in which @
does not subsume A but the two concepts overlap, because in such situations, the
successful execution of 0 is still possible if the input provided by 1 to 0 is from
the intersection of @ and A.
Hence, we need to define a new similarity measure which supports the fact
that the more the extent to which the second concept includes instances which are
also included by the first concept, the more similar the two concepts are. It is clear
that such a similarity measure is asymmetric and considers the direction. Such a
matching approach considers the state in which two concepts (classes) overlap, as
a level of match higher than the disjoint level even if none of the two concepts
subsumes the other. Most of approaches to semantic matching are based on simple
subsumption reasoning and do not consider such states as a level of match [2, 5,
10, 16, 21, 23, 37].
Web services preconditions/effects matching is more complicated than
inputs/outputs

matching.

The

authors

in [2],

presents

a

solution

to

precondition/effect matching. Considering their work, preconditions/effects are
decomposable to atom lists and atom lists are decomposable to atoms. Atom lists
are horn clauses like ‘‘Customer {hasCard} VisaCard”, and the atoms are like
‘‘Customer” and ‘‘VisaCard”. Therefore, every precondition/effect is represented
as a property predicate (e.g. hasCard) beside a set of arguments (e.g. {Customer,
VisaCard}).

Then

similarity

values

between

arguments

of

the

preconditions/effects in the request and arguments of the preconditions/effects in
the service description are computed (please refer to [2] for details). However,
their similarity/dissimilarity measure is essentially grounded on subsumption
reasoning and network distance based model (please refer to Section 7 for
definition) and therefore cannot be perfect, whereas like input/output matching,
we propose a similarity/dissimilarity measure which can be perfect since it is
based on the extent to which the two concepts overlap and therefore it does not
ignore the situations in which none of the two arguments subsumes the other, but
they share some instances in common and as a result the web service
preconditions might be satisfied with some of the requests sent to it from other
web services.

Hence, in order to improve the process of semantic matching of web services
based on their semantic descriptions, the semantic similarity/dissimilarity
measures need to fulfill three criteria. First, the similarity/dissimilarity between
two concepts should be determined based on the extent to which the two concepts
overlap. Second, the direction should be considered by the used measure that
means the similarity/dissimilarity from the first concept to the second one is not
necessarily equal to the similarity/dissimilarity from the second concept to the
first one [27, 31]. Third, they have to be able to handle the expressivity of the
description logics used for describing web service parameters i.e. web service
Inputs, Outputs, Preconditions, and Effects (IOPEs) in ontologies [16, 17, 27]. In
general, the sought semantic similarity/dissimilarity measures need to measure the
extent to which the second concept includes instances which are also included by
the first concept, through handling the expressivity of the DL-based ontology
language such as OWL DL used for describing concepts and roles (properties) in
ontologies.
However, a web service may have a number of inputs, outputs,
preconditions, and effects and we may compose a complex web service by
matching and connecting a number of other web services in a workflow. Hence,
the problem of matching the semantic descriptions of web services for web service
composition is more complicated than computing the similarity between two
concepts although the latter is used as a fundamental operation for solving the
former [2, 10, 16, 17, 18, 21, 23, 28, 29, 33, 37, 38]. In our research, we have only
focused on the problem of computing the similarity/dissimilarity between two
concepts in order to define an ideal semantic similarity metric which fulfills the
requirements for similarity measurement in the field of web service retrieval. But
here we want to give an intuition about how the target similarity measure can be
used in the process of web service composition. So, our purpose is to generally
demonstrate the applicability of such a similarity measure in this application area
by proposing an aggregation scheme, and clearly we do not intend to give a
complete solution to web service composition.
Considering the workflow of a proposed composite web service depicted in
Picture 3.2, Iij and Oij respectively represent the jth input and output of the ith
service in the proposed web service composition. We need to compute the
probability for successful execution of this proposed service composition. We

propose the following simple aggregation scheme to aggregate the similarity
values computed for each represented output/input pair together into the total
probability value for successful execution of the composite web service:
Success_Probability(SC) = ∏ CD( CE, !C 9 E 9 )

(3.1)

0 ≤ CD(, ) ≤ 1
Where service C and service C 9 are connected in the proposed service
composition SC and Eth output of service C namely

CE is provided as input to

service C 9 to satisfy the E 9 input of service C 9 namely !C 9 E 9.

Picture 3.2 – This picture shows how the probability for successful execution of the composite
service can be theoretically computed using the semantic similarity values computed for the inputoutput pairs of the services which are connected in the workflow of the composite service.

4. Proposed Pseudo Ideal Semantic Similarity Metric
The authors in [12], presents a framework which explains how (interconcept) similarity is measured and it consists of the following seven steps:
1. Definition of application area and intended audience
2. Selection of search (query) and target concepts
3. Transformation of concepts to canonical form
4. Definition of an alignment matrix for concept descriptors
5. Application of constructor specific similarity functions
6. Determination of standardized overall similarity
7. Interpretation of the resulting similarity value(s)
The authors in [12] argue that every similarity measure should define in
which way it implements these steps and thereby specifies the semantics of
similarity (values) as well as its properties. This framework allows for a better
separation between the process of measuring similarity (i.e., what is measured)
and the used similarity functions (i.e., how it is measured).
In our research, we consider semantic similarity/dissimilarity in the broader
sense of any set of criteria which may be used for comparing concepts with

respect to their semantics. But, we seek similarity/dissimilarity measures which
are suitable to be used for semantic web services matching and composition (i.e.
web service retrieval). So, in the presented research, the application area is the
field of web service retrieval. Search (query) concepts can be regarded as concepts
which define the output types of web services whose outputs are sent as inputs to
other services in the workflow of composed web services, and target concepts can
be regarded as concepts which define the input types of web services whose inputs
are provided by other services in the workflow of composed web services. Since
our proposed ideal similarity metric, presented in this section, is asymmetric,
distinguishing between search and target concepts is necessary. In addition, search
and target concepts may be from different ontologies.
In this section, we define a pseudo ideal semantic similarity metric which
ideally expresses or formulates the requirements for similarity/dissimilarity
measurement in this application area. We call it “pseudo ideal similarity metric”
since it cannot be generally actually computed, but can ideally express what we
want to measure. It is defined as follows:
DD(@, A, Ι)

=

|I? ∪ K? |
|I? ∩ K? |

*

|I? L K? |
|I? |

;

MHD(@, A, Ι) = Minimum hierarchical distance between @ and A;
Dissim(@, A, Ι) = DD(@, A, Ι) + MHD(@, A, Ι);
M
Sim(@, A, Ι)
=
; T > 0 : adjustable factor
MN OPQQPR(I, K, S)

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)

Where @ and A are concepts from the same or different ontologies. Based on
an interpretation like Ι = (Δ , φ ) for the ontology (or ontologies), @ is mapped to
@ and A is mapped to A . |A| denotes the size of the set A. In the equation (4.1),
if @ ≡ ∅ or A  ≡ ∅ or @ ∩ A  ≡ ∅ (∅ means empty), then we consider
DD(@, A, Ι) as infinite (∞). The dissimilarity from @ to A represented as
Dissim(@, A, Ι), is sum of DD(@, A, Ι) and MHD(@, A, Ι). DD(@, A, Ι) can be
regarded as definition distance between @ and A, but here, it is exactly what
represented in the equation (4.1). MHD(@, A, Ι) denotes the minimum hierarchical
distance between A and B in the ontological hierarchy after classification.
Sim(@, A, Ι) denotes the semantic similarity from A to B. Dissim(@, A, Ι) and
Sim(@, A, Ι) can be converted to each other using the equation (4.4). T is an
adjustable factor. While Dissim(@, A, Ι) is ranged from 0 to ∞ (infinite),
Sim(@, A, Ι) is ranged from 0 to 1. If A and B are from the two different

ontologies
ontologies,
|MHD(@, T(

0

and
then

0 ),

1

respectively and T(
MHD(@,

Ι) - MHD(B, T(

A,
1 ),

Ι)

0)

and T(

can

1)

be

are the roots of these two

computed

as

follows:

Ι)| or a more perfect computational scheme be

used based on the depth or granularity of the respective ontological hierarchies
[36]. In our research, we have not focused on such alignment schemes and leave it
with the above simple scheme. According to these equations, we have:
@ ⊑ −A  (@ and A  are disjoint) ⟹ DD(@, A, Ι) = ∞ (infinite) ⟹
Dissim(@, A, Ι) = ∞ ⟹ Sim(@, A, Ι) = 0;
@ ≡ A  (@ and A  are equivalent) ⟹ DD(@, A, Ι) = 0, MHD(@, A, Ι) = 0 ⟹
Dissim(@, A, Ι) = 0 ⟹ Sim(@, A, Ι) = 1;
@ ⊏ A  (A  subsumes @) ⟹ DD(@, A, Ι) = 0;
A  ⊏ @ (@ subsumes A ) ⟹ DD(@, A, Ι) =

|I? L K? |
|K? |

;

MHD(@, A, Ι) function complements DD(@, A, Ι) function by considering
the hierarchical distance between two concepts in the ontology. For instance, if A 
subsumes @, DD(@, A, Ι) is 0, but we intuitively know that the semantic
dissimilarity between @ and A  cannot be 0 unless @ and A  are equivalent [27].
The pseudo ideal similarity metric meets this requirement by considering the
semantic dissimilarity Dissim(@, A, Ι) as sum of DD(@, A, Ι) and MHD(@, A, Ι).
Considering the equations, the following results are clear:
1) The ideal similarity metric measures the similarity by the extent to which
the second concept includes instances which are also included by the first concept
and therefore it fulfills the requirements for similarity/dissimilarity measurement
in the field of web service retrieval mentioned in Section 3.
2) The ideal similarity metric has not been defined based on a specific
interpretation. In other words, we consider each concept as set of instances from
the domain of an interpretation which is chosen arbitrarily. So, in order to
theoretically get the value of the ideal measure, we first need to choose a specific
interpretation that may affect the value resulted from the function.
3) The ideal similarity metric is not generally computable because it is
defined using operators of set theory such as union, intersection, difference, and
specifically the cardinality or size of sets that are not directly computable since
they are applied to ontology concepts when we consider concepts as subsets of the

interpretation domain objects i.e. Δ which is undetermined. For instance,
considering

two

overlapping

concepts

(XYZ[Y\Z][Y

–

\CZ^)

and

(XYZ[Y\Z][Y – ZY_[C`Y), in order to compute the similarity from the first one to
the second one, first we need to compute the value of the following expression:
( |XYZ[Y\Z][Y S | / |XYZ[Y\Z][Y S - \CZ^ S - ZY_[C`Y S |) * (|ZY_[C`Y S | / |XYZ[Y\Z][Y S - \CZ^ S | ) =
(|XYZ[Y\Z][Y S | * |ZY_[C`Y S |) / (|XYZ[Y\Z][Y S - \CZ^ S - ZY_[C`Y S | * |XYZ[Y\Z][Y S - \CZ^ S |)

In fact, we have defined the pseudo ideal similarity metric to ideally express
our approach to similarity measurement using mathematical symbols to only make
our approach more understandable. So, when we speak about the estimation of
such a pseudo ideal measure, we just mean doing computations which lead to the
values with the semantics represented by such a pseudo ideal measure considering
what it really tries to measure. Hence, comparing a computable logic based
similarity measure with this ideal measure in order to investigate how much
imprecision we get, is meaningless. In other words, we can only compare
computable logic based similarity measures with each other to investigate how
well they are able to estimate the ideal measure relative to each other.
5. Transformation of concepts to canonical form
Since logic-based similarity measures compute the similarity/dissimilarity
between concepts by comparing their semantic definitions in ontologies, the
concept definitions have to be rewritten to a common form to eliminate syntactic
influence [9, 12]. It is done in a canonization procedure generally defined in
Section 2 and in this section we introduce a specific canonization procedure.
The concept name " from the OWL DL ontology O, may be defined as
subclass or equivalent class of other concepts (i.e. classes) or descriptors, or
subclass or equivalent class of intersection or union of a number of other concepts
or descriptors. Assume that S(") is the set of all concepts or descriptors like  9
which have been explicitly defined as superclass or equivalent class of " in O
(i.e. " ⊑  9 ). In addition, " may be defined by placing some restrictions on
some properties. The various types of such property restrictions in OWL DL
ontologies are as follows: ∃ . , ∀ . , ∋ R. d, ≥. . ', ≤. . ', =. . ' [22].
Assume that R(") is the set of all property restrictions used for defining ".
Also Assume that D(") is the set of all concepts like −

that

has been

explicitly stated in the ontology that it is disjoint with " (i.e. " ⊑ − ). We

separate disjoint concepts from others, because the descriptors represented as –
might be handled in a different manner by descriptor-specific functions of some
logic-based measures.
9

We initially consider the ℒ (
9

("). It is clear that ℒ (

=> )

=> )

set as the union of S("),

("), and

is the semantic description of ". Then, we follow

the canonization rules presented in this section to extract the canonical form of the
description of " from the initial set. The disjunction (union) construct (⊔) is
handled by generating three possible models from the primary one. One of these
models allows an individual for being an instance of both concepts participating in
the union, while the two others only allow an individual for being an instance of
one of the two concepts participating in the union [12]. Then, for each generated
model, the canonization rules will be executed independently. The rules with the
less number have higher priority in execution. At the end of this procedure, a
number of models may be generated from the description of the given concept
". Some of these models might have clashes (e.g. C⊓–C) and not be satisfiable,
therefore they are ignored within the process of computing similarity/dissimilarity
between models of two compared concepts. The canonization rules are as follows:
9

Rule 0 (start) - Action: ℒ (

=> )

≔ S(") ∪

9

Rule 1 (⊓) - Condition: 0 ∈ ℒ (
9

Action: ℒ (

=> )

=> )
9

≔ℒ(

⋀ 0 ⊑ 1

9

=> ) ∪

Rule 2 (⊓) - Condition: 0 ⊓ 1 ∈ ℒ (
9

Action: ℒ (

=> )

9

≔ (ℒ (
9

Rule 3 (⊔) - Condition: 0 ⊔ 1 ∈ ℒ (
9

Action: ℒ (
9

=> )

9

≔ (ℒ (
9

ℒ (h=> ) ≔ (ℒ (
9

9

ℒ (i=> ) ≔ (ℒ (
Rule 4 (∀) - Condition: ∀R. G , ∀R. G
9

Rule 6 (∃) Rule 7 (∋) Rule 8 (≥. -

9

f1 g

=> )
=> ) − f0

⊓ 1 g) ∪ f0 , 1 g
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After executing the above rules for the given concept description, each
generated model can be represented in a canonical form as follows:
9

ℒ(

=>% )

= f %0 , %1 , … , %.t , u∀R0 . GP0 v0 , u∀R 1 . GP1 v0 , … , u∀R w . GPw v0 ,

u∃R0 . HP0 | ∋ R0 . dP0 vy , u∃R 1 . HP1 | ∋ R 1 . dP1 vy , … , u∃R w . HPw | ∋ R w . dPw vy ,
z≥l{ R0 . ' ||=}{ R0 . '~0 , z≥l R 1 . ' ||=} R 1 . '~0 , … , z≥l R w . ' ||=} R w . '~ ,
0

z≤{ R0 . ' ||=}{ R0 . '~0 , z≤ R 1 . ' ||=} R 1 . '~0 , … , z≤ R w . ' ||=} R w . '~ ,
0

u− v0 , uf$0 , . . . , $ gv0 g
9

Where ℒ (

=>% )

(5.1)

is a model of " that is represented as a set of descriptors

which define or describe that model. The instances of a model are the instances of
the concept which is defined by that model. In the above representation for
models, % is a primitive concept (1 ≤ E ≤ 2% ). u∀R w . GPw v0 represents the fact
that for each property like R w , there is at most one ∀-type statement in the
description of every generated model considering Rule 4. u∃R w . HPw | ∋ R w . dPw vy
represents the fact that for each property like R w , there is not any limit for the
number of ∃-type and ∋-type statements in the description of every generated
model, but the presence of ∋-type statements may affect the existence of ∃-type

statements considering Rule 7. z≥l R w . ' ||=} R w . '~ represents the fact that
0

for each property like R w , there is at most one ≥l -type (i.e. minimum
cardinality) or =} -type (i.e. exact cardinality) statement in the description of
every model, and the existence of both is not possible considering Rules 9 and 10.
z≤ R w . ' ||=} R w . '~ represents the facts similar to the ones mentioned for
0

z≥l R w . ' ||=} R w . '~ but by considering Rules 12 and 13. Finally u− v0 and
0

uf$0 , . . . , $ gv0 represents that there is at most one negation (i.e. disjoint) and
enumeration-type statement in the description of every model considering Rules
15 and 16. By executing the above rules, the logical descriptions of concepts are
abstracted and transformed to the same canonical form in a manner that they can
be unambiguously compared with each other without any syntactic influence.
6. Theoretical Hypotheses for logic based similarity measures
There are two important dimensions along which the conditions can be
changed for logic based similarity measurement and therefore along them the
logic based similarity measures have to be evaluated:
1)

The complexity of concept definitions in ontologies or in other words,

how much the expressivity of description logics has been used for defining or
describing concepts in ontologies. We call this dimension “DL Expressivity
Usage”. As logic based similarity measures compute the similarity between
concepts by handling the expressivity of DLs to an extent, ontologies with proper
DL Expressivity Usage are needed for fair and complete evaluation of such
measures.
2)

The extent to which there are pairs of concepts in ontologies that

overlap but none of them subsumes the other. We call this dimension “Proportion
of Overlapped Concepts”. Generally, when we compare two concepts, there are
three possible situations: 1) The two concepts are disjoint i.e., the intersection of
them is not satisfiable, 2) One of the two concepts subsumes the other, and 3) The
two concepts overlap i.e., the intersection of them is satisfiable but none of them
subsumes the other. Considering all pairs of concepts in ontologies, it seems for
many of existing ontologies, the proportion of concept pairs belonging to the third
category is much less than the proportion of concept pairs belonging to the first
and second categories. As some logic based similarity metrics, might measure the
similarity/dissimilarity between two concepts based on the extent to which the two

concepts overlap, concept pairs from the third category are also needed for fair
and complete evaluation of those similarity measures.
There are three important quality criteria for evaluating similarity measures
in the field of web service retrieval:
1)

Precision that is the proportion of the relevant web services retrieved

by a matchmaker to all the retrieved web services. Precision is a performance
criterion.
2)

Recall that is the proportion of the relevant web services retrieved by a

matchmaker to all the relevant web services. Recall is also a performance
criterion.
3)

Reliability that shows how much we can rely on the behavior of a

matchmaker in various conditions which might be changed along the two
aforementioned dimensions or other possible dimensions which have to be also
investigated by researchers in this application area.
We consider reliability as an important quality criterion for evaluating
similarity measures used in the field of web service retrieval besides the two
mostly used quality criteria namely precision and recall. Because when a
matchmaker uses a logic based similarity measure, the reliability highly depends
on the two aforementioned dimensions namely DL Expressivity Usage and
Proportion of Overlapped Concepts. It is important to know how much we can
rely on the behavior of a matchmaker when DL Expressivity Usage and
Proportion of Overlapped Concepts in ontologies change when the input/output
types of web services have been defined in those ontologies. As far as we know,
reliability has not been considered as an important quality criterion by researchers
in this application area. Most of researchers evaluate their similarity measures or
service matchmakers based on some specific web service test collections such as
OWLS-TC, SAWSDL-TC2, or Jena Geography Dataset(JGD) which use fixed
and specific ontologies, so the performance and reliability of their proposed
matchmakers or similarity measures is not evaluated when the characteristics of
the underlying ontologies, in which input/output types of web services have been
defined, change specifically when DL Expressivity Usage and Proportion of
Overlapped Concepts in ontologies change [34].
We conceptually predict the behavior of service matchmakers, which use
logic based similarity measures, as depicted in Picture 6.1 when DL Expressivity

Usage in ontologies changes. This is a theoretical view which has to be simple to
generally express our idea. As shown in Picture 6.1, considering an arbitrary logic
based similarity measure used by a service matchmaker for computing the
semantic similarity between concepts, by increasing the DL Expressivity Usage in
ontologies in which concepts have been defined, first the performance (i.e.,
Precision and Recall) and reliability of the matchmaker increases until a point like
x, but after that point it reduces.

Picture 6.1 – Conceptual prediction for the general behavior of logic based similarity
measures when DL Expressivity Usage in ontologies changes.

This behavior can be conceptually explained as follows: When concepts are
poorly described in ontologies without an effective usage of the expressivity of
Description Logics, the logic based similarity measure fails to effectively compute
the similarity between concepts and therefore the reliability and performance of the
matchmaker is low, on the other hand since the ability of the used logic based
similarity measure in handling the expressivity of Description Logics is limited,
when concepts are described in ontologies with high usage of the expressivity of
Description Logics, the logic based similarity measure fails to completely handle
the description of concepts and therefore the reliability and performance of the
matchmaker is also low. Hence, the behavior of the logic based similarity measure
has to be similar to the diagram depicted in Picture 6.1, and there is a point like x,
along the DL Expressivity Usage dimension, on which the performance and
reliability of the matchmaker is at its maximum. This theoretical view, shows that
the performance and reliability of logic based similarity measures highly depends
on the degree of DL Expressivity Usage in ontologies.

Picture 6.2 – Conceptual prediction for the general behavior of logic based similarity
measures in the field of web service retrieval when the Proportion of Overlapped Concepts in
ontologies changes.

We also theoretically predict the behavior of service matchmakers, which
use logic based similarity measures, as depicted in Picture 6.2 when the
Proportion of Overlapped Concepts in ontologies changes. It is a theoretical view
which has to be simple to generally express our idea. As shown in Picture 6.2,
considering an arbitrary logic based similarity measure used by a web service
matchmaker for computing the semantic similarity between concepts, by
increasing the Proportion of Overlapped Concepts in ontologies, the Recall based
Performance and Reliability of the matchmaker reduce.
This behavior can be conceptually explained as follows: Considering the facts
explained in Sections 3 and 4, the Recall based Performance and Reliability of a
web service matchmaker is related to its ability to precisely compute the similarity
between two concepts by the extent to which the second concept includes instances
which are also included by the first concept, as this fact has been conceptually
formulated in the ideal similarity measure introduced in Section 4. But, most of
logic based web service matchmakers compute the semantic similarity between
concepts by simple subsumption reasoning and are not able to recognize the degree
of overlap between concepts when none of them subsumes the other. Hence, when
the Proportion of Overlapped Concepts in ontologies increases, most of logic based
web service matchmakers fail to recall all the potentially relevant web services or
all the potentially relevant web service compositions for a request. Also, in the case
of semantic similarity measures which tries to estimate our proposed ideal similarity
metric, since the ability of those measures in estimating the ideal measure is also
limited and there may be situations in which those measures are not able to

precisely compute the degree of overlap between concepts, so by increasing the
Proportion of Overlapped Concepts in ontologies, after a point, the Reliability and
Recall based Performance of the matchmaker which uses those similarity measures
also reduce but this point is very far away from the corresponding points of most of
other service matchmakers which are not able to recognize the degree of overlap
between two concepts when none of the two concepts subsumes the other.
Hence,

considering

the

aforementioned

theoretical

hypotheses,

the

experimental evaluation of logic based web service matchmakers on the basis of
specific test collections such as OWLS-TC, SAWSDL-TC2, or JGD which are
grounded on specific ontologies with specific DL Expressivity Usages and specific
Proportions of Overlapped Concepts, is not sufficient for evaluating the
performance of the respective similarity measures. In fact, the reliability of logic
based web service matchmakers highly depends on the DL Expressivity Usage and
the Proportion of Overlapped Concepts in those ontologies, but as far as we know,
these important facts have been ignored by research works previously done in this
application area [34].
7. Related works on similarity/dissimilarity measurement
Many of the proposed computational solutions for the problem of computing
the semantic similarity/dissimilarity between pairs of words rely on existing
hierarchical taxonomies. These taxonomies usually represent the lexical
knowledge implicit in languages by means of graph structures which reflect
concepts of words and their relationships. General purpose efforts to build such
structures for the English language yielded hierarchical ontologies such as the
well known WordNet [1, 3, 6, 7, 14, 18, 19, 24, 25, 29, 32, 33, 36, 38]. But since
these taxonomies are built using simple relation constructs such as is–a, part–
whole, cause–effect, and equivalence, one important drawback of the
similarity/dissimilarity measures relying on them is their clear inability to handle
the expressivity of DL-based ontology languages while using an expressive DLbased ontology language like OWL is necessary in order to satisfactorily define
complex concepts and describe complex relationships among them [3, 15, 17, 35].
In some research papers, the existing semantic similarity/dissimilarity
measures have been divided into measures for concepts from the same ontology
and measures for concepts from different ontologies [36, 39]. Considering
previously

proposed

categorizations

of

the

existing

semantic

similarity/dissimilarity measures [3, 36], we can categorize them into five general
categories: 1) Network distance based model which measures the semantic
similarity/dissimilarity by the geometric network distance between nodes
representing concepts in an ontological hierarchical network [1, 3, 7, 14, 18, 19,
25, 29, 32, 33, 36], 2) Information content based model which measures the
semantic similarity/dissimilarity by the extent to which two concepts share
information in common. The information that the two concepts share is then
evaluated by the information content of their Nearest Common Ancestor (NCA)
containing them, and the information content of a concept is inversely
proportional to its frequency in a large text corpus [7, 18, 25, 36], 3) Attribute
based model which measures the semantic similarity by the degree to which the
attribute-value sets used for describing two concepts overlap [3, 36], 4)
Combined model which combines the aforementioned three models [7, 18, 36],
and 5) DL-based model which measures the semantic similarity/dissimilarity
between concepts by comparing the logic-based descriptions of them in DL-based
ontologies [9, 11, 12, 17, 27].
It is clear that measures of the first four categories do not model concepts as
sets of instances from the domain of discourse. So, they cannot compute the
similarity/dissimilarity between two concepts based on the extent to which the two
concepts share instances in common. Hence, considering the requirements
mentioned in Section 3 for semantic similarity/dissimilarity measurement in the
field of web service retrieval, such measures are not essentially suitable and
reliable to be used in this field on which our research has been focused.
On the other hand, although the previously proposed DL-based
similarity/dissimilarity measures model concepts as sets of instances, but as far as
we know, most of them do not particularly go in a way that compute the semantic
similarity/dissimilarity between concepts based on the extent to which two
concepts overlap. In fact, it seems that most of them try to compute the semantic
similarity/dissimilarity between concepts only based on the extent to which the
instances of two concepts are similar considering their properties and not based on
the extent to which the instances of two concepts are exactly the same. For
instance, based on most of these measures, the similarity between bird and reptile
is not zero because bird and reptile have some similar or same properties [9, 11,

12, 27], but in our approach the similarity between bird and reptile must be zero,
because they do not have any common instance and they are disjoint.
Some of the proposed DL based approaches, such as ones presented in [9],
[11] and [12], are completely or partly based on the notion of computing similarity
between complex concepts by using the frequencies of primitive concepts and
properties in ontology. Such frequencies for the primitives and properties are
calculated by the number of their occurrences in the description of complex
concepts. For instance, the authors in [11] and [12] remark that two primitives are
the more similar if the more complex concepts are defined using both (and not
only one) of them. If similarity(A, B) = 1, both primitives always co-occur in
complex concepts and cannot be distinguished. Then they present some equations
for realizing such a measure and to extend its applicability from primitives to
complex concepts. According to the approach presented in [9], in an unfolding
process, each compared concept is associated with finite set of signatures in terms
of the primitive concepts and properties used in the description of them. Then, the
influence of these signatures is evaluated by counting the number of their
occurrences in each concept of the ontology, and weights of signatures are
computed using a method similar to the inverse document frequency weight
scheme from IR with the assumption that signatures appearing in a small number
of concepts are more significant for the purpose of discriminating between
concepts than those that are frequently referred to by many concepts. By
representing concepts as signature vectors, distances (or dissimilarities) between
concepts will then equal the distance between vectors in a high dimensional space.
It is clear that the facts about how many times two primitive concepts cooccur in the description of complex concepts or how many times a signature
occurs in the descriptions of concepts in an ontology, do not directly say anything
about the extent to which two given complex concepts overlap if those primitives
or signatures have been used in the description of them. At least, such
measurement approaches are not sufficiently straightforward and reliable in
estimating the introduced ideal measure as precise as possible. Obviously, such
measures rely on the statistics generated from ontologies with regard to the
occurrences of some concepts or properties in the description of the others, and
therefore their accuracy highly depends on the general design of those ontologies
rather than the logical description of the two compared concepts themselves, while

measures which directly rely on the logical description of concepts, should be
theoretically intuitively much more reliable if they try to estimate the introduced
ideal measure.
As a result of our research, we propose that every similarity/dissimilarity
measure should specify the semantics of similarity (values) and its properties in
order to make possible comparing those measures with other ones, otherwise
comparison with other approaches is not possible or is not even meaningful at all.
In this paper, we exactly specified the semantics of the target similarity (values)
by introducing an ideal similarity metric, but most of the related works have not
exactly defined what they try to measure and in which application area their
proposed measure will be (more) helpful and why? At least making clear the
relation between most approaches to semantic similarity measurement and the
ideal measure introduced in this paper does not seem to be an easy task [11]. The
authors in [27], present a DL-based approach for semantic matching of web
services. It seems their proposed DL-based measure, represented as a pseudo
code, tries to estimate our proposed ideal similarity metric although they have not
exactly specified the semantics of similarity (values) in their research paper. Some
related works may try to measure inter-instance similarity, but as it is conceived of
the name inter-instance similarity, the notion behind their measure is completely
different from the one of ours. The notion of computing inter-instance similarity is
completely different from the notion of computing the extent to which two
concepts share instances in common. The two measures might yield similar results
in some situations, but there is no guarantee to always yield near results [12].
Most of DL-based measures such as ones presented in [2], [10], [16] 1, [17],
[21], [23], [28] and [37] are limited to only infer and use simple subsumption
relations between concepts and roles in ontologies. Such approaches are mostly
based on the notion of degrees of match organized in a discrete scale. These
degrees of match are often named as follows: Exact, Plug in, Subsumes, and
Disjoint. Some of these measures such as ones presented in [2] and [10], use a
network-distance based model besides subsumption reasoning to enhance their
similarity calculation model. Anyway, these measures are not still able to compute
the extent to which two concepts share instances in common and therefore they
1

They may be hybrid approaches that combine the logic-based approach with syntactic ones. In such
cases, we only consider the logic-based parts of those measures.

are not able to estimate the introduced ideal measure if none of the two concepts
subsumes the other but the two concepts overlap. The authors in [17] add
Intersection as a degree of match to the aforementioned ones in order to
distinguish it from Disjoint. This degree of match is determined for two concepts
if the intersection of them is satisfiable. Anyway, this measure is not still able to
compute the extent to which two concepts overlap and therefore to precisely
estimate the introduced ideal measure.
8. Conclusion
In our research, we primarily wanted to extend the previously proposed
theories for logic based matching of web services that were based on simple
subsumption reasoning. To explicitly say, we proposed an ideal semantic
similarity metric in Section 4 to extend simple subsumption based similarity
metrics in order to include the states in which two compared concepts overlap but
none of them subsumes the other. The introduced ideal similarity metric is more
perfect than simple subsumption based ones to be used in the field of web service
retrieval since it can increase the recall-based performance of web service
matchmakers which utilize this similarity metric for web services matching and
composition.
Our research work presented in this paper can be considered as the first step
in defining a sophisticated computable applicable logic based similarity measure
to be used in the field of web service retrieval. Because in order to achieve such a
similarity measure, we firstly need to ideally define what should be measured by
specifying the semantics of similarity (values) resulted from applying the target
similarity measure. Hence in this paper, we defined our ideal semantic similarity
metric which fulfills the requirements for similarity measurement in the field of
web service retrieval. But since it is not generally actually computable, it has to be
estimated based on DL based descriptions of concepts in ontologies. So, defining
a suitable computable applicable logic based similarity measure which tries to
estimate our proposed ideal similarity metric is left to future works. If such a logic
based similarity measure can handle the expressivity of DL based ontology
languages to a large extent, then it opens the way for ontology engineers to build
sophisticated ontologies with high DL Expressivity Usage and high Proportion of
Overlapped Concepts to be used in sophisticated service oriented applications.
Because such sophisticated ontologies need to be handled based on the introduced

ideal similarity metric to be completely useful in service oriented applications. It
is also needed to find a complete solution to the problem of matching the semantic
descriptions of web services in which the target semantic similarity measure
should be used as a fundamental operation.
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